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Einstein showed that absolute time had to be replaced by a new absolute: the speed of light. In the second, he asserted the equivalence of mass and energy, which

Albert Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity, Emergence (1905) and Early Interactions (1905-1911) - Arthur I. Miller - 1981

Eighty years ago, the world was turned upside down by two papers by Albert Einstein that transformed our understanding of space, time, and energy. The first paper, On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies, appeared in 1905 and introduced the special theory of relativity. The second, Does the Inertia of a Body Depend on Its Energy Content?, appeared in 1907 and laid the foundation for Einstein's general theory of relativity. These two papers, along with their historical context, are the focus of this book.

The book presents the theories and their historical development in a clear, concise manner, using a minimum of mathematical notation. It is written for readers who have some knowledge of physics but who may not have studied the special theory of relativity or general relativity. The text is supplemented by photographs, diagrams, and brief biographies of the key figures in the development of these theories.

The book begins with an introduction to the special theory of relativity, followed by a chapter on the historical context. The next chapter describes the development of the special theory of relativity, including the famous thought experiment that led Einstein to the concept of spacetime. The following chapter introduces the general theory of relativity, focusing on its mathematical foundations and its implications for the structure of the universe. The book concludes with a chapter on the historical impact of the theories and their continuing relevance today.

This book is an excellent introduction to the special and general theories of relativity, providing a clear and accessible overview of these foundational ideas in modern physics.

Albert Einstein and Relativity for Kids - Jerome Pohlen - 2012-10-01

These activities include using dominoes to model a nuclear chain reaction, replicating the expanding universe in a microwave oven, creating blue skies and red sunsets in a soda bottle, and calculating the speed of light using a melted chocolate bar. Suggestions for further study, a time line, and sidebars on the work of other physicists on the day make this an incredibly accessible resource for inquisitive children.

No Shadow of a Doubt - Daniel Kennefick - 2021-03-09

The extraordinary story of the scientific expeditions that ushered in the era of relativity. In 1919, British scientists led expeditions to Brazil and Africa to test Albert Einstein's new theory of general relativity in what became the century's most celebrated scientific experiment. The result ushered in a new era and made Einstein a celebrity by confirming his prediction that the path of light rays would be bent by gravity. Yet the effort to "weigh light" during the May 29, 1919, solar eclipse has become a cautionary tale, as it was marred by scientific fraud and political intrigue.

Introduction to Special Relativity - James Hammond Smith - 1965

Concise, well-written treatment of special theory of modern physics covers classical relativity and the relativity postulate, time dilation, the twin paradox, momentum and energy, relativistic effects of mass, electric and magnetic fields and forces and more. Only high school math needed. Replete with examples, ideal for self-study. Introduction. 70 illustrations.
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These activities include using dominoes to model a nuclear chain reaction, replicating the expanding universe in a microwave oven, creating blue skies and red sunsets in a soda bottle, and calculating the speed of light using a melted chocolate bar. Suggestions for further study, a time line, and sidebars on the work of other physicists on the day make this an incredibly accessible resource for inquisitive children.

No Shadow of a Doubt - Daniel Kennefick - 2021-03-09

The extraordinary story of the scientific expeditions that ushered in the era of relativity. In 1919, British scientists led expeditions to Brazil and Africa to test Albert Einstein's new theory of general relativity in what became the century's most celebrated scientific experiment. The result ushered in a new era and made Einstein a celebrity by confirming his prediction that the path of light rays would be bent by gravity. Yet the effort to "weigh light" during the May 29, 1919, solar eclipse has become a cautionary tale, as it was marred by scientific fraud and political intrigue.

Introduction to Special Relativity - James Hammond Smith - 1965

Concise, well-written treatment of special theory of modern physics covers classical relativity and the relativity postulate, time dilation, the twin paradox, momentum and energy, relativistic effects of mass, electric and magnetic fields and forces and more. Only high school math needed. Replete with examples, ideal for self-study. Introduction. 70 illustrations.


Before this major turning point, the majority of Einstein's writings published in this volume dealt with the clarification of general relativistic problems, such as the stability of the solutions of the Einstein field equations for all possible initial data, the problem of the topology of the universe and the distribution of matter within it. After his rise to international fame, Einstein's publications changed markedly. He faced an increasing demand in the public for an explanation of his ideas in lay terms, and he started to write for newspapers and magazines. He also wrote a number of popular scientific articles on a variety of subjects, ranging from the philosophy of science to the nature of art. Einstein was not averse to public controversy, and he often engaged in debates with his critics. His scientific papers, however, remained a major source of his influence. He continued to publish theoretical papers, and his work on the special theory of relativity had a profound impact on the development of physics in the early 20th century. Einstein's later work on the general theory of relativity, his work on the photoelectric effect, and his formulation of the theory of Brownian motion all contributed to the development of modern physics. In addition, his work on the foundations of quantum mechanics and his contributions to the theory of statistical mechanics and the theory of relativity were also significant.}

Einstein's Cosmos: How Albert Einstein's Vision Transformed Our Understanding of Space and Time (Great Discoveries) - Michio Kaku - 2005-05-17

"A fascinating and highly visual tour through Einstein's astonishing legacy." — Brian Greene

This indispensable volume contains a compendium of articles covering a vast range of topics in physics which were born or were influenced by the works of Albert Einstein: special relativity, quantum theory, statistical physics, condensed matter physics, general relativity, geometry, cosmology and unified field theory. An essay on the societal role of Einstein is included. These articles, written by some of the renowned experts, offer an insider's view of the exciting world of fundamental science.

Sample Chapter(s). Chapter 1: Einstein and the Search for Unification (625 KB).
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Einstein and the Search for Unification: The Legacy of Albert Einstein

The Legacy of Albert Einstein - Senta B. Wadia - 2007

This indispensable volume contains a compendium of articles covering a vast range of topics in physics which were born or were influenced by the works of Albert Einstein: special relativity, quantum theory, statistical physics, condensed matter physics, general relativity, geometry, cosmology and unified field theory. An essay on the societal role of Einstein is included. These articles, written by some of the renowned experts, offer an insider's view of the exciting world of fundamental science.
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Einstein's Cosmos: How Albert Einstein's Vision Transformed Our Understanding of Space and Time (Great Discoveries) - Michio Kaku - 2005-05-17

"A fresh and highly visual tour through Einstein's astonishing legacy." — Brian Greene

This is the story of that hunt, and the insight it is producing into an array of topics in modern science, from the creation of the chemical elements to insights into the properties of gravity itself.
Demosilis of Apollon and Einstein's special theory of relativity. Miller shows how these breakthroughs arose not only from within their respective fields but from larger currents in the intellectual culture of the times. Ultimately, Miller shows how Einstein and Picasso, in a deep and important sense, were both working on the same problem.

Einstein, Picasso - Arthur Miller 2008-08-01

The most important scientist of the twentieth century and the most important artist had their periods of greatest creativity almost simultaneously and in remarkably similar circumstances. This fascinating parallel biography of Albert Einstein and Pablo Picasso as young men examines their greatest creations—Picasso's Les Demoiselles d'Avignon and Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity. Miller shows how these breakthroughs arose not only from within their respective fields but from larger currents in the intellectual culture of the times. Ultimately, Miller shows how Einstein and Picasso, in a deep and important sense, were both working on the same problem.

Albert Einstein - Unabridged Guide - Randy Patricia - 2012-10

Complete, Unabridged Guide to Albert Einstein. Get the information you need—fast! This comprehensive guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and detailed insight. It's all you need. Here's part of the context - you would like to know it all! Delve into this book today!... That same year, which has been called Einstein's annus mirabilis (miracle year), he published four groundbreaking papers, on the photoelectric effect, Brownian motion, special relativity, and the equivalence of mass and energy, which were to bring him to the notice of the academic world. In 1915, a year before his death, Einstein said to his old friend, Linus Pauling. I made one great mistake in my life - when I signed the letter to President Roosevelt recommending that atom bombs be made; but there was some justification - the danger that the Germans would make them. ... The Annus Mirabilis papers are four articles pertaining to the photoelectric effect (which gave rise to quantum theory), Brownian motion, the special theory of relativity, and $E=mc^2$ that Albert Einstein published in the Annalen der Physik scientific journal in 1905. On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies Special relativity 30 June 26 September Reconciled Maxwell's equations for electricity and magnetism with the laws of mechanics by introducing major changes to mechanics close to the speed of light, resulting from analysis based on empirical evidence that the speed of light is independent of the motion of the observer. There is absolutely nothing that isn't thoroughly covered in the book. It is straightforward, and does an excellent job of explaining all about Albert Einstein in key topics and material. There is no reason to invest in any other materials to learn about Albert Einstein. You'll understand it all. Inside the Guide: Albert Einstein, Cosmological constant, Corbis, Classical unified field theories, Citizenship in the United States, Charles University in Prague, Chaim Weizmann, California Institute of Technology, Bertha Boehm, Brownian motion, Biomechanical Images of Fellowes of the Royal Society, Bertrand Russell, Bernard Einstein, Bern, Bell's theorem, Baruch Hoffman, Baer's law, Atom, Arnold Sommerfeld, Anna mirabilis, Annus Mirabilis papers, Annalen der Physik, Albert North Whitehead, Albert Einstein in popular culture, Albert Einstein's brain, Albert Abraham Michelson, Absolute theories, Absorption refrigerator, Absent-minded professor, Abraham Pais, Abdominal aortic aneurysm, Aurea.
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Gravity's Century - Ron Cowen - 2005-06

Ron Cowen offers a sweeping account of the century of experimentation that has consistently confirmed Einstein's general theory of relativity. He shows how we got from Eddington's pivotal observations of the 1919 eclipse to the Event Horizon Telescope, aimed at starlight wrapping around the black hole at our galaxy's center. Proving Einstein Right - Hendrik Antoon Lorentz - 1952-01-01

Here are the 11 papers that forged the general and special theories of relativity: seven papers by Einstein, plus two papers by Lorentz and one each by Minkowski and Weyl. "A thrill to read again the original papers by these giants." — School Science and Mathematics. 1923 edition.

The Cosmic View of Albert Einstein - Albert Einstein - 2013

Draws from various sources to relate Albert Einstein's ethical and philosophical views on the cosmos, touching on such topics as God, prayer, wealth, peace, creativity, nature, imagination, and curiosity. The Cosmic View of Albert Einstein - Albert Einstein - 2013

Draws from various sources to relate Albert Einstein's ethical and philosophical views on the cosmos, touching on such topics as God, prayer, wealth, peace, creativity, nature, imagination, and curiosity. The Principle of Relativity - Hendrik Anton Lorentz - 1925-01-01

Here are the 11 papers that forged the general and special theories of relativity: seven papers by Einstein, plus two papers by Lorentz and one each by Minkowski and Weyl. "A thrill to read again the original papers by these giants." — School Science and Mathematics. 1923 edition.

Proving Einstein Right - S. James Gates - 2010-09-24

A thrilling adventure story chronicling the perilous journey of the scientists who set out to prove the theory of relativity—the results of which catapulted Albert Einstein to fame and forever changed our understanding of the universe. In 1915, a relatively unknown physicist named Albert Einstein published his preliminary theory of gravity. But it hadn't been tested. To do that, he needed a photograph of starlight as it passed the sun during a total solar eclipse. So began a nearly decade-long quest by seven determined astronomers from observatories in four countries, who traveled the world during five eclipses to capture the elusive view. Over the years, they faced thunderstorms, the ravages of a world war, lost equipment, and local superstitions. Finally, in May of 1919, British expeditions to northern Brazil and the island of Principe managed to photograph the stars, confirming Einstein's theory. At its heart, this is a story of frustration, failure, and ultimate victory—and of the scientists whose efforts helped build the framework for the big bang theory: catapulted Einstein to international fame, and shook the foundation of physics.
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A thrilling adventure story chronicling the perilous journey of the scientists who set out to prove the theory of relativity—the results of which catapulted Albert Einstein to fame and forever changed our understanding of the universe. In 1915, a relatively unknown physicist named Albert Einstein published his preliminary theory of gravity. But it hadn't been tested. To do that, he needed a photograph of starlight as it passed the sun during a total solar eclipse. So began a nearly decade-long quest by seven determined astronomers from observatories in four countries, who traveled the world during five eclipses to capture the elusive view. Over the years, they faced thunderstorms, the ravages of a world war, lost equipment, and local superstitions. Finally, in May of 1919, British expeditions to northern Brazil and the island of Principe managed to photograph the stars, confirming Einstein's theory. At its heart, this is a story of frustration, failure, and ultimate victory—and of the scientists whose efforts helped build the framework for the big bang theory: catapulted Einstein to international fame, and shook the foundation of physics.

Relativity - Albert Einstein - 2007

The Nobel Prize-winning physicist's own presentation of his landmark theory According to Einstein himself, this book is intended to give an exact insight into the theory of Relativity to those readers who, from a general scientific and philosophical point of view, are interested in the theory, but who are not conversant with the mathematical apparatus of theoretical physics. When he wrote the book in 1916, Einstein's name was scarcely known outside the physics institutes. Having just completed his masterpiece, The General Theory of Relativity—which provided a brand-new theory of gravity and promised a new perspective on the cosmos as a whole—he set out at once to share his excitement with as wide a public as possible in this popular and accessible book.
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